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Abstract: The paper presents the results of studying the effects of droplet diameters on the NACA0012
airfoil ice accretion, which have been obtained in the 3D numerical simulation of icing. To simulate the
motion of water droplets as a multiphase medium, the Eulerian approach is used, which assumes that
water droplets have spherical shapes, do not undergo deformation and breakup, do not interact with
each other, and that coalescence/fragmentation of droplets does not take place. Both monodisperse
(of the same size) and polydisperse (of various sizes) droplets are considered; they are represented by
the spectral Langmuir distributions. These spectral distributions take into account the polydisperse
nature of droplets and provide a higher efficiency in predicting ice shapes. The obtained ice shapes
on an airfoil are compared with the available experimental and calculated data. It should be noted
according to the simulation results that the use of the standard size of droplet diameter equal to
20 µm does not allow for obtaining correct shapes of ice on the leading edge of the wing profile not at
all temperature regimes. For temperatures from −20 ◦C to −10 ◦C, there is a noticeable difference
compared to the experimental data. At the same time, for this temperature range, the use of the
Langmuir spectral distribution of droplet diameters relative to 15 µm provides a better agreement of
the formed ice forms with the experiment.

Keywords: ice accretion; airfoil; multiphase medium; monodisperse droplets; diameter; Langmuir
distribution; temperature

1. Introduction

The numerical simulation, introduced as a stage of the design process to find optimum
performance characteristics, allows for a reduction in design development time and cost, the
scope of experimental investigations and flight tests, as well as simplifies the introduction
of modifications to the design of air vehicles in the development stage [1,2]. The numerical
simulation of ice accretion is an important aspect of the design process for ensuring the
safety of aircraft, in particular, under cold weather conditions, where icing may cause
serious problems [3,4]. Ice accretions on various surfaces may result in a lower airfoil lift
force [5,6], a lower aerodynamic efficiency [7], and a lower visibility, thereby, complicating
the air vehicle control for pilots. Experimental investigations reproducing ice accretion
on solid surfaces of various aircraft are expensive, require much time, and do not allow
studying the ice effect on the aerodynamic parameters of an aircraft in a short space of
time [1]. Leading aerospace agencies in different countries are dealing with icing problems.
The software developed by them or in cooperation with them allows to some extent
modeling of icing processes. Currently, there are several codes that are most advanced in
this issue:
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• LEWICE (USA) [8];
• FENSAP-ICE (Canada) [9];
• CAPTA (France) [10];
• MULTIICE (Italy) [11];
• TRAJICE (UK) [12].

Icing on the aerodynamic surfaces of a body depends on a wide spectrum of the
environment and body parameters [13]. Due to droplets impinging on a solid surface, a
water film is generated on the surface and freezes at negative temperatures. To simplify the
simulation of icing, the temperature of impinging droplets is taken equal to the incoming
flow temperature. Temperature significantly affects the shape of ice. Small temperature
differences may lead to large differences in ice shapes. With the environment temperature
slightly exceeding 0 ◦C, icing is also possible because of a sudden change in the environ-
mental parameters, such as a lower pressure. The environmental temperature of a typical
ice cloud is −30 ◦C to 0 ◦C, according to the data from [14,15]. At negative temperatures of
impinging droplets, two types of icing conditions are considered:

Complete icing is when all droplets impinging on a solid surface are transformed into
ice (this paper does not consider supercooled water droplets freezing on surfaces [16–21]).
Rime ice is formed under such conditions [22];

Partial icing is when ice and water film are on the surface at the same time. Glaze (or
clear) ice is formed under such conditions [13].

The first type of icing is observed at a temperature of below −20 ◦C. There are no
water films, and all water droplets impinging on a solid surface freeze and become rime
ice or frost. The ice shape under such conditions replicates the airfoil shape. The icing
takes place in the vicinity of the drag point and insignificantly influences the aircraft’s
aerodynamics [23]. Such ice is easily removed from the surface by an incoming flow, or
due to vibrations, if a critical mass of ice has been formed, or if anti-icing devices are used.
Figure 1 shows an example of ice under such icing conditions [22].
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Figure 1. An example of rime ice on the leading edge of the wing.

The next type of icing condition is “partial” icing. The water film generated by droplets
impinging on the solid surface partially freezes to form glaze ice and partially spreads over
the surface owing to the incoming flow influence. A large portion of the water film spread
over the surface freezes at a distance to the flow drag point and forms hornlike ice shapes,
as shown in Figure 2.

Such type of icing is observed at the incoming flow temperatures from −20 ◦C to 0 ◦C.
According to reference [13], this type of ice can be divided into two subtypes.
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Figure 2. An example of glaze ice («horns») on the leading edge of a wing.

In the first case, a mixed ice (rime and glaze ice) is observed because supercooled
droplets of various diameters are in the cloud [23]. This mixed ice is an intermediate ice
shape between frost and glaze ice. Ice depositions resemble rime ice with ice feathers in the
back part of the main ice shape. Such conditions cause safety risks because in the case of
hornlike depositions significantly affecting the aircraft aerodynamics, the ice formed on
the surface may separate due to the presence of rime ice and cause damage by hard pieces
of ice.

The second subtype is completely clear ice with no rime ice structures. Such ice is
formed at relatively high temperatures, from−10 ◦C to 0 ◦C [13]; it cannot be removed from
the surface without the use of various anti-icing devices, which significantly affects the
aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft, and may cause serious consequences [23]. The
aircraft’s aerodynamic deteriorations are possible due to detached flow behind a hornlike
ice deposition on the wing.

Note that at temperatures below −30 ◦C, supercooled water droplets have crystalline
shapes in the cloud and being transported by air masses to the region of a higher temper-
ature these crystals may melt and cause icing, if they adhere to the aerodynamic surface.
Even in flights at an altitude of 12,000 m, where temperature may reach −40 ◦C, pilots ob-
serve ice crystal depositions on the aircraft windshield. Ice crystal depositions are possible
on the blades of the propeller and inside of an engine nacelle. Various authors [24] conduct
research in this area, which is important to ensure the safety of flights.

To study in detail the influence of various ice types on the aerodynamic characteristics
of aircraft, it is necessary to properly simulate the physics of icing and the resultant shapes
of ice depositions. In so doing, it is required to take into account constraints and the
specifics of using the implemented models in numerical simulations. In particular, to
simulate various ice shapes, the multistage approach [25] is required, which includes the
stage of aerodynamic computations, the stage of simulating the water film spread over
the model surface, the phase transition, and the icing simulation stage. In each stage, the
method of iterations is used until the numerical solution convergence is achieved. The
numerical simulation allows for studying in detail the ice formation.

2. Materials and Methods

This paper presents some mathematical models implemented in the Russian package of
engineering analysis programs LOGOS, allowing numerical simulation of icing of various
aircraft. The icing simulation method includes three stages. In the first stage, the 3D
Navier–Stokes equation system is solved [26–30], which allows modeling the gas motion
in the computational domain. In the second stage, the CFD simulation results are used to
simulate the motion of supercooled water droplets as a continuum in the computational
domain using the Eulerian approach [31,32]. In this paper, supercooled water droplets are
understood as freezing fractions. The calculation of ice body size on the solid surface of
the body of interest is the third stage in calculating the motion of water films. The morfing
method [33] is used to change the object’s surface shape depending on the amount of ice
on the surface. The LOGOS software package version number 5.3.21 was comprehensively
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verified and validated on well-known international tests [1,34–38] and demonstrated good
results. All the results given below were obtained using the LOGOS software package.
The implemented methods of solving the icing problems allow us to reduce the cost of
experimental investigations required to reveal the regularities in the formation of ice
accretions and improve the accuracy of results.

2.1. Main Model Equations and the Numerical Solution Method

Unsteady 3D flows of a viscous gas with respect to heat transfer are described by
the Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes equation system [27,28]; its conservative form in
Cartesian coordinates can be written as follows (averaging symbols are omitted):

∂ρ
∂t +∇

(
ρ
→
u
)
= 0,

∂
(
ρ
→
u
)

∂t +∇
(
ρ
→
u
→
u
)
= −∇p +∇(τµ + τt),

∂(ρE)
∂t +∇

(
ρ
→
u h
)
= ∇

[→
u (τµ + τt)−

(→
q µ +

→
q t

)]
.

(1)

The nomenclature used in the system of Equation (1): ρ is density;
→
u is the flow

velocity vector with components u, v, w; p is pressure; E = CvT + 0.5
(
u2 + v2 + w2) is the

total gas energy; h = CpT + 0.5
(
u2 + v2 + w2) is the total gas enthalpy; τµ and τt are the

molecular and turbulent components of the tangent stress tensor, respectively; qµ and qt
are the molecular and turbulent components of the heat flux density, respectively; t is a
time; Cv = Cp − R/m is the specific heat capacity in constant volume; Cp is the specific heat
capacity under constant pressure; R is a universal gas constant; m is the molar gas mass.

Values of the molecular component of the tangent stress tensor in Newton medium
satisfy the rheological Newton law and are determined by the viscous stress tensor, and
the strain rate [27,28,39] governs the relationship between the components of the heat flux
density vector and the local temperature gradient:

τµ = 2µ(T)
(

S− 1
3

I∇→u
)

, S =
1
2

(
∇→u +

[
∇→u

]t
)

, qµ = λ(T)∇T (2)

The dynamic viscosity coefficient µ(T) and the thermal conductivity coefficient λ(T)
depending on the heat flux temperature can be found using the Sutherland formula [40]:

µ = µ0

(
T
T0

)0.5 T0 + Ts

T + Ts
, λ = λ0

(
T
T0

)0.5 T0 + Ts

T + Ts
, (3)

where µ0 and λ0 are the dynamic viscosity and the thermal conductivity coefficients,
respectively, at temperature T0, and Ts is Sutherland constant.

The system of Equation (1) is not a closed system because of the unknown relation
between the system variables τt and qt the averaged flow parameters. To close the averaged
system of equations, various models of turbulence are used. In the present paper, Equation
(1) is closed using the two-parameter Menter model (SST) [41]. This model includes
the transport equation for the turbulent kinetic energy and specific dissipation [41,42].
Linear differential models of turbulence use empirical relations for the turbulent viscosity
coefficient, µt. Also, the Navier–Stokes equation system must be supplemented with
boundary conditions of different types, and their description can be found in [43].
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2.2. The Motion of Liquid Droplets as a Continuum in a Gas Dynamic Flow

In the Euler approach to calculating the water droplet distribution parameters in the
computational domain in the carrying phase, the equation system consisting of the mass
and momentum conservation equations is used [31,32]:

∂αρw
∂t +∇ ·

(
αρw

→
u w

)
= 0

∂αρw
→
u w

∂t +∇ ·
(

αρw
→
u w
→
u w

)
= f (Rer)

τp
αρw

(→
u a −

→
u w

)
+ αρw

→
F p

(4)

where α is the volume fraction of droplets, ρw is the droplet material density,
→
u a− is the

carrying phase velocity (of the aerodynamic flow), and it can be found from system (1),
→
u w is the disperse phase velocity (of droplets),

→
F p is the external force per unit mass (for

example, gravity force), and f (Rer) is the droplet drag function:

f (Rer) = 1 + 0.15(Rer)
0.687 +

0.0175

1 + 4.25×104

(Rer)
1.16

(5)

Rer is the algebraic Reynolds number:

Rer =

∣∣∣→u a −
→
u w

∣∣∣dw

νa
(6)

τp is the response time required to change the droplet velocity:

τw =
ρwd2

w
18µa

(7)

ρw, dw, νa, µa are the density and diameter of water droplets, the kinematic gas
viscosity, and the dynamic gas viscosity, respectively.

This equation system models the parameters of water droplets moving in an airflow
in the form of a disperse phase. Note that there is a unilateral connection between the gas
medium and the flux of droplets, which is valid for the simulation of icing with a small
ratio between the liquid and gas phases. Moreover, the following assumptions are used:

• All droplets are spherical, with no deformations and breakups of droplets.
• Droplets do not collide with each other, and coalescence/fragmentation of droplets

does not take place.
• The effects conditioned by viscous forces are ignored.
• The drag and gravity forces act on droplets.

The first three items above are based on the fact that the disperse phase has no effect
on the gas flow and the volume fraction of droplets in airflow is small. This model does
not consider the droplet evaporation and condensation processes.

The system of Equation (4) is solved with the finite volume method (FVM) [44]. In this
method, according to the geometric conservativeness principle, the system is reduced to
the form:

d
dt

∫
Ω

WdV +
∮

∂Ω

→
F
∗
dS = H (8)
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where W =


α
αu
αv
αw

 is the vector of conservative variables; u, v, w are the velocity vector

components of a particle;
→
F
∗
=


α
(
Un −

.
xn
)

αu
(
Un −

.
xn
)

αv
(
Un −

.
xn
)

αw
(
Un −

.
xn
)
 is flux;

.
xn =

(→.
x ,
→
n
)

,
→.
x is the velocity

of a moving face of the control volume; H is the right-hand part vector.
This system must be supplemented with boundary conditions. In a general case,

there are 3 main types of boundary conditions for the disperse phase: the inlet and outlet
boundary conditions and an impermeable boundary. For the inlet and outlet boundaries,
the Dirichlet boundary condition is used [45], and its parameters can be set as constants,
functions, or tables. For the icing problems, the parameters used to solve the equation
system include the carrying phase velocity and temperature, the volume fraction, and the
diameter of droplets.

While setting the boundary conditions, the problematic part of the process is to
properly calculate the parameters of water droplets impinging on a surface. In particular,
the temperature of water droplets in the disperse phase that come into contact with a solid
surface depends on the incoming flow temperature and velocity. In icing problems, it is
assumed that any water droplet reaching the impermeable boundary is adsorbed on the
surface, adheres to the surface, and forms a water film. The film thickness depends on the
temperature of droplets impinging on the surface and the flow stagnation temperature [46].
In regions, where the flow separation from the wall is observed, such water film may not
be created.

Ice accretions occur in the surface areas with a sufficient amount of water droplets. To
identify such surface areas, the water droplet accumulation factor (β) is introduced, which
characterizes the amount of water that has entered the given surface area and is limited
in calculations by the limit from 0 to 1. As an example, Figure 3 geometrically illustrates
the droplet accumulation factor on an airfoil for 2D (Figure 1 left) and 3D (Figure 1 right)
cases. In a 2D case, this factor can be calculated as a ratio of the two distances: the distance
between two droplets in the incoming flow (∆y0) and the length of the arc on the airfoil
formed by the same droplets, when they impinge on the surface (∆s). In a 3D case, the
value of β factor is calculated as a ratio of the area occupied by droplets in the incoming
flow (dy0) to the droplet distribution area on the airfoil (ds).
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So, the water droplet accumulation factor on the model surface is represented as
follows [47]:

β =
dy0

ds
≈ ∆y0

∆s
, (9)
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where dy0 is the distance between two droplets in an undisturbed flow, and ds is the length
of the arc formed by the same droplets at points of impingement on the surface.

Such a way of calculating the accumulation factor for droplets from the disperse phase
accumulated on a permeable surface causes difficulties in practice because of an extremely
high computational load. To overcome such complications, the liquid droplet accumulation
factor on the model surface can be found via the local mass flow of water on the model
surface normalized to the product of the water velocity and mass fraction in the disperse
phase on the input boundary [31]:

β =
αρwui

(LWC)U∞

Si
|Si|

(10)

where ui is the averaged droplet velocity vector near face i, U∞ is the liquid phase velocity
amplitude on an open boundary, and Si is the vector area of face i.

2.3. Calculation of Film Flows on Solid Surfaces

When calculating the liquid phase accumulation level (the water film formed on
the solid surface), the mass, momentum, and temperature of droplets are also calculated
and used in the liquid film motion equation based on the mass balance, the equation is
as follows:

.
mV +

.
mF =

.
md −

.
mevap −

.
mice (11)

where
.

mV = ρw
∂
∂t

∫
S

∫ h f
0 dyd

→
x is the rate of variations in the liquid water mass in the

control volume;
.

mF = ρw
∫
S

div
(

u f

(→
x
)

h f

)
d
→
x is the liquid water mass flow over the surface in the

control volume;
.

md = αw · ρw ·
∣∣∣→u d

∣∣∣ is the mass flow entering the control volume due to droplets
impinging on the surface;

.
mevap = 0.7hc

cp,air

[
Pv,p(T)−Hr,∞Pv,∞

P∞

]
is the mass flow due to evaporation/sublimation;

.
mice =

∫
S

.
m′′ ice

(→
x , t
)

d
→
x is the mass flow leaving the control volume due to freezing;

where ρw is the water density;
S is the surface area;
h f is the film height;

u f is the moving film velocity in the direction
→
x ;

→
u d is the velocity of droplets impinging on the surface;
hc is the thermal conductivity coefficient;
Pv,p is the saturated vapor pressure on the surface;
Pv,∞ is the saturated vapor pressure in the incoming flow;
P∞ is the static pressure in the incoming flow;
Hr,∞ is the relative humidity of surrounding air.
So, Equation (11) can be written in its conservative form:

ρw

[
∂h f

∂t
+ div

(
u f h f

)]
=

.
md −

.
mevap −

.
mice (12)

For droplets impinging on a solid surface, the droplet distribution uniformity within
the control volume over its lower surface is assumed. At the same time, the following
assumptions are taken for the simplification purposes:

• there is no dissolved air in the liquid film;
• any air–water reaction is not taken into account;
• friction forces are the main driving factors for a liquid film;
• all properties are permanent inside the control volume of interest.
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Figure 4 shows the heat transfer process components used to calculate the film flow
on a solid surface.
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The heat transfer between droplets, film, and solid surface can be written in its general
form as the energy conservation equation for the control volume:

.
QV +

.
QF =

.
Qd +

.
Qevap +

.
Qice +

.
Qconv +

.
Qcond +

.
Qrad (13)

The liquid film moving through the control volume at a time t has temperature T̃
(→

x , t
)

.

The liquid film enthalpy is cp,wT̃
(→

x , t
)

. Hence, the film energy variation inside the control
volume can be written as follows:

.
QV =

∂

∂t

∫
S

(∫ h f

0
ρwcp,wT̃

(→
x , t
)

dy
)

d
→
x =

∫
S

∂

∂t
ρwcp,wh f

(→
x , t
)

T̃
(→

x , t
)

d
→
x (14)

The energy flux transported by the liquid film moving over the surface bounding the
control volume is as follows:

.
QF =

∫
∂S

∫ h f
0 ρwcp,wT̃

(→
x , t
)→

u f

(→
x , y, t

)
·→n
(→

x
)

dyd
→
x =

= ρw
∫
S

div
(

u f

(→
x , t
)

h f

(→
x , t
)

cp,wT̃
(→

x , t
))

d
→
x

(15)

Since droplets impinged on the surface become motionless after impingement, the
drag enthalpy is used to calculate the energy of water falling onto the wall. The assumption
of zero water enthalpy at freezing temperature T0 = 0 ◦C is taken. The energy flux from
impinging droplets is as follows:

.
Qd =

∫
S

.
md

(→
x
)cp,w(Td − T0) +

∣∣∣→u d

∣∣∣2
2

d
→
x (16)

According to the Hedde approximation [46], during the evaporation/sublimation
process, the first half of the water mass is considered to be in the liquid phase and the second
half of it is in the solid phase. Such a simplified model takes into account that the liquid
film on the ice surface is not continuous. As is evident from experimental observations, the
liquid film on the body surface is separated by solid ice. In this case, ice is involved in the
sublimation process, while the film is involved in the evaporation process. The energy flux
resultant from these two processes can be written as follows:

.
Qevap = −

∫
S

[
1
2
(

Levap(T0) + Lsub(T0)
) .
mevap

]
d
→
x (17)

where Levap(T0) and Lsub(T0) are the specific heat of evaporation and sublimation, respectively.
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The enthalpy of ice is calculated relative to its value for water at a freezing temperature
of 0 ◦C. The energy flux leaving the control volume together with ice is as follows:

.
Qice =

∫
S

.
mice

(→
x , t
)[

L f us(T0)− cp,iceT̃
(→

x , t
)]

d
→
x (18)

where L f us(T0) is the specific heat of melting calculated at a temperature of freezing.
Heat losses due to the convective heat exchange with surrounding air have the form:

.
Qconv =

∫
S

.
Qgasd

→
x =

∫
S

k̂
∂T̃air

∂
→
n

∣∣∣∣∣
wall

d
→
x (19)

where ∂T̃air

∂
→
n

∣∣∣
wall

is the temperature gradient on normal to the wall.

Flux
.

Qgas is transformed to the heat exchange coefficient prior to the calculation
of icing:

hc =
.

Qgas/(Twall − T∗) (20)

where T∗ is the film temperature.
The convective heat flux hc

(→
x
)

calculation is performed before each call to the gas
solver. The heat flux value depends on temperature T∗ of the boundary between gas and
ice/film: .

Qconv =
.

Qh = hc(T − T∗) (21)

The following should be noted: The energy flux is mostly affected by the freezing
heat; the second important quantity is the energy transferred by impinging droplets; the
energy flux from the control volume mostly depends on the convective heat transfer and
evaporation. On the background of all these factors, the prediction of a real ice shape
depends, first of all, on the convective heat flux.

The rest quantities in Equation (13):
.

Qcond is the heat flux transferred between water film and solid wall;
.

Qrad is the radiative heat flux.
The following assumptions are used:

- ice is a heat insulator (
.

Qcond = 0), and heat is not transferred between the wall and
liquid film;

- there is no heat transfer between neighboring control volumes, and the energy ex-
change between them is due to the convective heat transfer only;

- a radiative heat flux is considered negligibly small, and its effect is significant, if only

the simulation of anti-icing systems is performed (
.

Qrad = 0).

In view of the aforesaid, the energy balance equation in its conservative form is
as follows:

ρw

[
∂h f cp,w T̃

∂t + div
(

u f h f cp,wT̃
)]

=

=

[
cp,wT̃d +

∣∣∣→u d

∣∣∣2
2

]
.

md − 0.5
(

Levap + Lsub
) .
mevap +

(
L f us − cp,iceT̃

) .
mice +

.
Qh.

(22)

To simulate the film state, the mass and energy balance equations are solved, the
convection, evaporation, and sublimation processes are considered, and the film movement
velocity is found on the base of tangent stresses on the surface:

u f =
1
h f

∫ h f

0

→
u f

(→
x , y

)
dy =

h f

2µw

→
τ wall

(→
x , y

)
(23)
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where
→
τ wall are tangent stresses on the side of gas;

µw is the dynamic viscosity of water;

h f =
.

mevap∆t
ρw

is the generated film height.
Messinger’s equations [47] are usually used when the movement of water films on

a solid surface is not taken into account. However, to obtain smooth ice it is necessary to
simulate a liquid film. In this work, modeling of liquid film flow and ice formation is based
on solving the system of Equation (24) and consisting of the mass balance Equation (11)
and energy (22).

ρw

[
∂h f
∂t + div

(
u f h f

)]
=

.
md −

.
mevap −

.
mice

ρw

[
∂h f cp,w T̃

∂t + div
(

u f h f cp,wT̃
)]

=

=

[
cp,wT̃d +

∣∣∣→u d

∣∣∣2
2

]
.

md − 0.5
(

Levap + Lsub
) .
mevap +

(
L f us − cp,iceT̃

) .
mice +

.
Qh.

(24)

There are three unknowns in the system of Equation (24): film thickness h f , equilib-
rium temperature of the air/film/ice/wall boundary T̃, and mass flux due to icing

.
mice.

Consequently, the above system requires additional relations-coexistence conditions. Based
on experimental observations, they can be written as follows:

h f ≥ 0,
.

mice ≥ 0, h f T̃ ≥ 0,
.

miceT̃ ≤ 0 (25)

According to the jointness conditions (25), the system of nonlinear Equation (24) is
decomposed into three variants:

Variant I,
.

mice = 0, h f ≥ 0, T̃ > 0.
Variant II, T̃ = 0, T = T0,

.
mice > 0, h f > 0.

Variant III, h f = 0, T̃ < 0,
.

mice > 0, .
For each option, a different system of nonlinear equations discretized by an explicit

scheme is applied.

2.4. Geometry of the Motion of the Model Surface Faces

Ice accretions on surfaces lead to changes in the shape of boundaries. Changes in the
shape of surfaces are accounted for by moving a face in the normal direction for walls with
adhesion to the ice/film/multiphase flow interface, as shown in Figure 5.

Once the ice thickness B(t) is calculated for each face, the displacement of each node of
the surface mesh in the normal direction is calculated in a new time step using the formula:

d
→
s i =

N
∑

j=1
AjBj(t)

N
∑

j=1
Aj

→
n i (26)

where N is the number of faces to which a given node belongs;
Aj is the area of the face j;
Bj is the ice thickness on the face j;
→
n i is normal to the surface at a point of surface i.
The computational mesh motion and deformation are independent components of the

simulation process beyond the scope of the present paper. Different methods can be used to
simulate the mesh deformation, and they are considered in detail in papers [48,49]. In the
present paper, when representing the icing simulation results, the IDW (Inverse Distance
Weighting) method [33,50] is used for the mesh model deformation.
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The models described above along with the assumptions have been implemented in
the Russian LOGOS software package for the engineering analysis and allow simulation
of the motion of liquid droplets as a disperse phase in a gaseous medium, as well as
the generation of film on surfaces of the simulated body and spreading of these films
over the surfaces. The calculated data are used to find the ice thickness and deform the
ice-covered surface.

3. Results

This section will report the results collected from the model described in Section 2,
Materials and Methods. In the first section, the ice accretion model has been validated with
ice accreditation NACA0012 airfoil [51]; in the second section, the results of studying the
effect of droplet diameter on icing will be presented. To perform verifications of the models
presented in Section 2 and to enable further investigation of the effect of droplet diameters
on icing, several computational geometries were constructed, which are necessary for the
preliminary determination of the convergence of the solution by aerodynamic calculations.
The computational models are unstructured quasi-two-dimensional meshes (one cell thick)
consisting of truncated hexagons with five prismatic layers around the wing. The size of the
prismatic cell was chosen from the condition y +< 30. Figure 6 shows the mesh models used
in determining the convergence of the aerodynamic calculations. The number of cells in the
presented models is 9000 (Figure 6a), 12,000 (Figure 6b), and 15,000 (Figure 6c), respectively.

All calculations were performed in parallel mode on 12 processors. A multistage ap-
proach consisting of step-by-step calculations was used for icing modeling. The first stage
involved the calculation of gas dynamics and droplet motion of a continuous medium. In
the second stage, the flow of the water film on the solid surface of the wing was calculated.
In the third stage, the amount of ice formed and the movement of the computational
model surface by the calculated ice height were calculated. All numerical calculations were
performed without considering roughness. Each of the stages was carried out in turn one
after another in the number of five steps. An implicit scheme was used for problem-solving.
Convective flows were calculated according to the Roe scheme. The Mentor model (SST)
was used to describe the turbulent characteristics. The convergence was evaluated using
the distribution of the pressure coefficient on the wing at the first gas dynamic stage, the
plot of which is shown in Figure 7. The graph shows the pressure coefficients on the
wing profile for each computational model in comparison with the results of numerical
calculations from [52].
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Figure 7. Graph of pressure coefficient distribution on the NACA0012 wing profile for different mesh
models compared to results from [52].

According to the obtained data on the convergence of the solution, a computational
model consisting of 15,000 cells was used in further calculations.

3.1. Ice Accretion Model Validation

Reference [51] presents the results of experimental investigations of the total tempera-
ture effects of an incoming flow on the ice formation and the ice formation effects on the
aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil. The total temperature is

Ttot = Ta +
Ua

2

2Cpa
(27)

where Ttot is the flow drag temperature (total temperature), Ta is the incoming flow
(droplets) temperature, Ua is the incoming flow velocity, and Cpa is the specific heat
capacity of the incoming airflow.
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Figure 8 shows one of the plots from [51], which represents the NACA0012 airfoil drag
coefficient as a function of the total temperature.
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Figure 8. The NACA0012 airfoil drag coefficient as a function of the total temperature
(Reprinted/adapted with permission from Ref. [51]. copyright AGARD 1997).

One can see from the plot above that with the total temperature of about −5 ◦C,
the worst value of the NACA001 airfoil drag coefficient is observed under the following
conditions: the incoming flow velocity V1 = 209 km/h and V2 = 338 km/h, the liquid water
content LWC1 = 1.3 g/m3 and LWC2 = 1.05 g/m3, icing times t1 = 8 min and t2 = 6.2 min,
and the attack angle of 3.5 degrees. This effect is conditioned by the influence of ice horns
on the leading edge of the airfoil aerodynamics. Figure 9 shows different ice shapes at
various values of the total temperature [51]. Also, Figure 9 shows hornlike growths formed
at −5 ◦C.
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Figure 9. Ice shapes on a NACA0012 airfoil depending on the total temperature (Reprinted/adapted
with permission from Ref. [51]. copyright AGARD 1997).

The results mentioned above clearly demonstrate the difference in ice shapes within a
wide range of temperatures of the incoming flow; however, they do not make it possible
to perform a qualitative comparison with the numerical simulation results, because the
leading edge of the wing in [51] is given with ice depositions and not tied to the airfoil
sizes. Some problems are formulated in [53], and the numerical simulation results and
comparison with the experimental data from [51] are presented. Our paper describes the
simulation of the icing process under the conditions from [53] given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The icing process conditions for the numerical simulation.

Case No. Experiment No. Ta, ◦C Ttot, ◦C

1 062791.009 −27.96 −26.28

2 062791.008 −21.96 −20.28

3 062791.007 −19.96 −18.28

4 062791.006 −16.96 −15.28

5 062791.005 −13.96 −12.28

6 062791.004 −9.96 −8.28

7 062791.001 −6.96 −5.28

8 062791.002 −3.96 −2.28

9 062791.003 −2.96 −1.28

Here, the experiment numbers are taken from [53]; Ta is the incoming flow temperature
and the initial temperature of droplets; Ttot is the flow drag temperature.

Note that in [53], the quasi-two-dimensional mesh model was used for the numerical
simulation. In our work, we also used the quasi-two-dimensional mesh model with the
conditions from Table 1, and its parameters are given in Table 2.

Table 2. The parameters for the simulation of ice accretion on a NACA0012 airfoil.

Airfoil Name Chord, m V, m/s P, Pa α,◦ LWC, kg/m3 MVD, m Icing Time, min

NACA0012 0.5334 58.1 90,760 3.5 1.3 × 103 20 × 106 8

Here, V is the flight velocity; P is pressure in an incoming flow; α is angle of attack;
LWC is liquid water content; MVD is median volume diameter of droplets; icing time is the
icing process duration.

The numerical simulation results for various ice shapes on the leading edge of the
airfoil are compared with the experimental and numerical simulation results from [53] and
shown in Figures 10–13.
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Cases 1 (left) and 2 (right) from Table 1.

One can see from Figures 10 and 11 that all droplets impinging on the solid surface
do not spread over the surface but are frozen at the flow drag point. Rime ice is formed at
such temperatures. The main rime ice deposition is at the flow drag point and replicates
the airfoil shape. The numerical simulation results demonstrate that a maximum ice height
on the leading edge of the airfoil agrees with that obtained using Lewice [53]; however, the
ice shapes differ from the experimental ones.
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Figures 12 and 13 show the ice shapes on the airfoil for experimental conditions 5–7
from Table 1.

Figure 12 shows ice horns on the leading edge of the airfoil due to the spreading
of the water film over the wing’s leading edge surface in different directions from the
stagnation point and freezing when the phase transition temperature is reached. The
numerical simulation results differ from the available experimental data. Compared to the
experiment, the horn-shaped ice deposition is more strongly shifted upstream from the
flow braking point.

It can be seen in Figure 13 that the size of the “horn” obtained using numerical
modeling starts to decrease as the braking temperature increases. At the same time, the
water film spreads further away from the horn-shaped outgrowth and freezes. A similar
uniform distribution of ice on the leading edge of the wing is shown in Figure 14. Thus,
it should be noted that at temperatures above −10 ◦C, the heat flux has a fairly strong
influence on the spreading and freezing of the water film on the wing surface. A small
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difference between the experimental heat flux and the flux obtained in numerical modeling
can lead to large differences in the shapes of ice growths.
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To analyze in detail the simulation results, Figures 15 and 16 show plots of the maxi-
mum ice height (Hice) on the airfoil and the iced wing drag coefficient (Cxa) depending on
the total temperature of the incoming flow.
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the incoming flow for a NACA0012 airfoil.

According to the plots in Figure 15, one can conclude that the stable icing process
on the airfoil is observed under experimental conditions 1–6 (Table 1) at temperatures
below ~−10 ◦C, and the formation of large ice depositions on the leading edge of the
airfoil is typical at such temperatures. At temperatures above ~−10 ◦C, the ice height
starts decreasing; however, ice horns are formed, which have a significant effect on the
aerodynamic characteristics of the airfoil. Such horns influence the airflow along the wing
and may lead to an earlier stall of aircraft at smaller angles of attack. At environment
temperatures higher than −10 ◦C, the ice mass and height start decreasing due to the water
film spreading over the surface because of no film-to-ice phase transitions. In general, the
transition from “complete” icing to “partial” icing is observed beginning from the incoming
flow temperature of about −15 ◦C. This is also confirmed in papers [23,54]. According to
the results from [51], the critical temperature of icing is within the range from −10 ◦C to
−0 ◦C. In this temperature range, the ice shapes are formed, which significantly affects
the foil aerodynamics. The numerical simulation results demonstrate that ice horns are
formed at a temperature of −15 ◦C to −10 ◦C, and these results are contrary to the fact.
There are several factors governing the difference between the calculated and experimental
results. One of these factors is the size of water droplets impinging on the surface. So, in
this connection, further research efforts are made.
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3.2. Studying the Droplet Diameter Effect on Icing

In most works on the simulation of icing on a NACA0012 airfoil [55,56], a monodis-
perse droplet flux with droplets of 20 µm in diameter is used. However, in the real world,
water droplets in clouds are chaotically distributed and have different diameters. According
to the authors (see, for example, [39]), the size of most supercooled water droplets ranges
from 10 to 50 µm. However, Figure 16 taken from [13] illustrates the droplet MVD (median
volume diameter) dependence on the surrounding air temperature. This parameter (MVD)
is used for the median diameter of liquid supercooled droplets in clouds. Note that in the
given experimental data [13], the diameter of droplets does not exceed 35 µm and decreases
with a decreasing air temperature.

Also, super-cooled large droplets (SLDs) of 50 to 500 µm in diameter can be seen in
the cloud [16–21]. Droplets of such diameters have significant effects on the aerodynamics
of aircraft and, hence, on the safety of flights. The present paper does not consider SLDs
and their effects because models are required to add them to the implemented code for
the simulation of large droplets. The implemented code allows simulation of the effects of
droplets of 10 µm to 50 µm diameters at various temperatures of the incoming flow. The
diameters of water droplets can be set either using a monodisperse medium or their spectral
distribution. For each experiment, the diameters of water droplets are the following: d = 10,
15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, and 50 µm. Figures 17–21 show the ice shapes on the airfoil obtained
with various diameters of water droplets.
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One can conclude, according to the results in Figures 17–21, that the size and shape of
ice depositions on the leading edge of the airfoil depend on the diameters of water droplets
in the incoming flow. With an increasing diameter of droplets, the amount of ice on the
airfoil also increases. In this case, the increased diameter of droplets influences the area
over which the water film spreads on the surface before it freezes. The larger the droplet
diameter, the larger the distance of spreading. The ice thickness at the drag point is one and
the same for all diameters of droplets. The height of the ice horn insignificantly changes
with the increasing diameter of droplets. At temperatures higher than −5 ◦C, there are no
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ice horns on the leading edge of the wing and an increased diameter of droplets affects
only the water film spread area before the film freezes.

Because of chaotically distributed droplets of different diameters in the cloud [19], the
spectral distribution by droplet diameters and their fractions should be used to improve
the accuracy of results in the numerical simulation of icing. Papers [57,58] proposed the
weight coefficients for the distribution of the water droplet diameters and their fractions in
the incoming flow, and these coefficients are given in Table 3.

Table 3. Coefficients of the droplet diameter distribution in spectra.

LWC Fraction A B C D E F G H J

0.05 1.00 0.56 0.42 0.31 0.23 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.06

0.1 1.00 0.72 0.61 0.52 0.44 0.37 0.32 0.27 0.19

0.2 1.00 0.84 0.77 0.71 0.65 0.59 0.54 0.50 0.42

0.3 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

0.2 1.00 1.17 1.26 1.37 1.48 1.60 1.73 1.88 2.20

0.1 1.00 1.32 1.51 1.74 2.00 2.30 2.64 3.03 4.00

0.05 1.00 1.49 1.81 2.22 2.71 3.31 4.04 4.93 7.34

Table 3 presents the coefficients to obtain the water content of the flow (LWC) at the
corresponding diameters. For example, having a droplet diameter of 20 µm and to obtain
the droplet spectral distribution D from the table, we must multiply the droplet diameter
by the coefficients in column D. Similarly, the water content is calculated. In paper [59],
after the comparison between the numerical simulation results obtained using various
Langmuir distributions by diameters of droplets and the available experimental icing data
for a cylinder, the authors conclude that distributions B–E are the closest to reality. Using
this data on the diameter distributions, the numerical simulations were performed for the
experiments from Table 1. Figures 22–26 show the results obtained.
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One can see in Figures 22–26 that with the use of the spectral Langmuir distributions
of droplets having 20 µm diameters, the ice shapes on a NACA0012 airfoil slightly differ
from the ice shapes obtained using a monodisperse medium with the same diameters
of droplets.

The authors of the paper [13] demonstrate the dependence of 1000 experimentally
measured median volume diameters (MVD) of water droplets on the liquid water content
(LWC) in natural clouds. Figure 27 shows this data in comparison with the distributions
from Appendix C to the US airworthiness standards FAR Part 25/29 [15]. According
to Appendix C of US airworthiness standards FAR Part 25/29, droplet diameters are
distributed between 15 µm and 40 µm. The remaining points in the graphs are data
from [13].

It is evident from the comparison in Figure 27 that at different temperatures of sur-
rounding air, the diameters of water droplets differ from those given in Appendix C to the
US FAR Part 25/29 [15]. At low temperatures, in particular, the diameters of droplets do
not exceed 15 µm. With an increasing temperature, the diameter of droplets agrees to some
extent with the distributions from Appendix C; however, as we can see in Figure 27, most
droplets have diameters of 10–15 µm. Results of simulations with various diameters of
droplets show that with a droplet diameter of 15 µm, the ice shapes on the airfoil surface
are close, to a high extent, to the experimental results. Additional calculations were made
with the spectral Langmuir distribution of the water droplet diameters equal to 15 µm.
The results obtained were compared with available data from experiments and the ice
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shapes obtained in the numerical simulation of problems with droplets 15 µm and 20 µm
in diameter. Figures 28–32 show the comparison of the problem setups from Table 1.
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The numerical simulation results in Figures 28–32 demonstrate that in contrast to the
ice shapes obtained in simulations with droplets having 20 µm diameters, the use of the
Langmuir distribution of 15 µm diameter droplets allows us to obtain the ice shapes which
qualitatively agree with those in the experiments. Langmuir distribution of droplets is not
chaotic. However, it makes it possible to obtain results close to experimental data when
calculating a quasi-two-dimensional (one-cell-width) computational model. The results
can be assessed for temperatures of impinging droplets in the following way:

At temperatures below −20 ◦C, the ice shapes obtained in the numerical simulation
agree with the results from [53] and insignificantly differ from the experiment.

At temperatures −20 ◦C to −10 ◦C, the obtained ice shapes are similar to those
obtained by Lewice; however, the location of a hornlike ice deposition differs from the
experimental one.

At temperatures above −10 ◦C, the ice height agrees with the experiment; however,
additional formation of ice below the drag point and location of an ice horn is observed
due to the water film spread and frozen on the wing surface.

Figure 33 shows the maximum height of ice (Hice) on the airfoil and the wing drag
coefficient (Cxa) after icing as a function of the total temperature of the incoming flow.
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As one can see in Figure 33, the ice height (Hice) on the airfoil when using the spectral
Langmuir-D = 15 µm distribution of droplets differs from the numerical simulation results
with droplets 20 µm in diameter at temperatures below −10 ◦C. However, in spite of this
difference, the ice shapes obtained using the spectral Langmuir-D = 15 µm distribution of
droplets are in better agreement with the experiment, and this is clearly seen in the plot of
the drag coefficient distribution on the right-hand side of Figure 33. The use of the spectral
distribution of droplets having diameters of about 15 µm at temperatures above −10 ◦C
does not provide significant improvement in the numerical simulation results. The ice
shapes are smoother than those in the experiment.

4. Conclusions

Possible errors and discrepancies in the experiment should be taken into account in
the numerical simulation to correctly estimate the given parameters. It is also important to
verify the implemented models using real data while taking into account the assumptions
and constraints upon which these models are based the analysis of the simulation results
has to be performed with regard to possible errors. The use of averaged data in the problem
setup may lead to discrepancies in calculated and experimental results. In view of the
fact that water droplets in natural clouds are chaotically distributed and have different
diameters, it is a good practice to simulate the icing process using different diameters of
droplets impinging on a body of interest, and this is proved by the results of the numerical
studies presented in the paper. According to experimental data, the range of temperatures
from −10 ◦C to 0 ◦C is critical for icing because hornlike ice shapes are formed and have
significant effects on the aerodynamic characteristic of an aircraft wing. The numerical
simulation results in this range of temperatures demonstrate the difference in the location
of ice on the leading edge of the airfoil. To obtain the numerical simulation results, which
are in better agreement with the experiment, additional efforts in studying the ice formation
at such temperatures are required to understand the effect of

• turbulence and roughness of the iced surface of a 3D airfoil on its aerodynamic
characteristics;

• the spread water film separation from the surface under the influence of the incoming flow;
• splashing of water droplets impinging on a solid surface and later frozen on the surface.

Most authors in numerical modeling of icing of aerodynamic objects use a fixed droplet
diameter and do not indicate in which regimes, when using the Langmuir distribution,
it is possible to obtain a positive effect, for example, the shapes of ice outgrowths that
better match the experimental data. In this work, it was found that the use of Langmuir
distributions in droplet modeling is justified at certain temperature regimes, which was not
considered in the studied works presented in the reference list. According to the presented
results, it is recommended to use fixed values of droplet diameters in numerical modeling
to obtain ice growth forms close to the experimental ones at temperatures below −20 ◦C
and above −10 ◦C. At temperatures between −20 ◦C and −10 ◦C, the use of Langmuir
distributions with droplet diameters of 15 µm gives better agreement of ice growth shapes
on the wing profile than monodisperse droplets with diameters of 20 µm. The icing process
has complex physics. Further development of and modifications to the implemented
methods and approaches would allow for improving the numerical simulation results
to make it possible for engineers to analyze in the design stage the icing effects on the
aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft.
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